85,625
Total pounds of garbage removed
June’s trash haul represents a +0.5% change from May 2022

20,285
Total cleaning tasks completed

- 5,815 Sweeping Tasks 28.6%
- 4,463 Hazardous Tasks 22%
- 6,670 Trash Bag & Pickup Tasks 33%
- 978 Landscaping Tasks 5%
- 1,206 Graffiti Tasks 6%
- 736 Bulk Removal Tasks 3.6%
- 422 Other 2%
Coverage

This map shows all areas SOMA’s cleaning team covered during the month, even where no cleaning was needed.

Major Task Timelines

Trash Bags
Trash Bags were filled and picked up in 52 minutes

Sweeping
On average, Sweeping Tasks were completed in 16 minutes
Sources

99%+ of cleaning tasks were created by SOMA West.

<1% of tasks were inbound from SF311.

Trash activity is excluded.

Task Trends

Task activity increased 1% month-over-month from May.
Employee of the Month

Enrique Cervantes

The employee of the Month for June is Enrique Cervantes; this is Enrique’s second Employee of the Month Distinction this year - he took the title last month as well! Enrique continues to shine in his role; he works in Zone 6, which is our busiest zone, which runs from Minna to Harrison from the north/south, and 6th Street to 7th Street. He sets a shining example for the rest of us, and we’re so proud to have him in our district. Congratulations, Enrique!
Power Washing

7 tasks completed

- 66 Grime Tasks (100%)
- 0 Code Brown Tasks (0%)
- 0 Graffiti (0%)
- 29 Trash - PW (0%)

Monthly Tasks Map

This heatmap shows Power Washing throughout the month.
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Total Outreach cases addressed

Monthly Encampment Map

Here, we’re highlighting encampment counts & trends throughout the district.

This map shows 3,323 total tent counts, an average of 110 per day.